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Abstract. We consider a fractional Laplace equation and we give a self-
contained elementary exposition of the representation formula for the Green
function on the ball. In this exposition, only elementary calculus techniques
will be used, in particular, no probabilistic methods or computer assisted al-
gebraic manipulations are needed. The main result in itself is not new (see for
instance [2, 9]), however we believe that the exposition is original and easy to
follow, hence we hope that this paper will be accessible to a wide audience of
young researchers and graduate students that want to approach the subject,
and even to professors that would like to present a complete proof in a PhD or
Master Degree course.
1. Introduction
The Green function for the ball in a fractional Laplace framework naturally arises
in the study of the representation formulas for the fractional Laplace equations. In
particular, in analogy to the classical case of the Laplacian, given an equation
with a known forcing term on the ball and vanishing Dirichlet data outside the
ball, the representation formula for the solution is precisely the convolution of the
Green function with the forcing term. As in the classical case, the Green function
is introduced in terms of the Poisson kernel. For this, we will provide both the
representation formulas for the problems
(1.1)
#
p∆qsu  0 in Br,
u  g in RnzBr
and
(1.2)
#
p∆qsu  g in Br,
u  0 in RnzBr
in terms of the fractional Poisson kernel and respectively the Green function. More-
over, we will prove an explicit formula for the Green function on the ball.
Here follow some notations and a few preliminary notions on the fractional
Laplace operator and on the four kernels that play particular roles in our study: the
s-mean kernel, the fundamental solution, the Poisson kernel and the Green function.
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We briefly introduce the Schwartz space (refer to [11] for details) as the functional
space
SpRnq :
"
f P C8pRnq s.t. @α, β P Nn0 , sup
xPRn
|xβDαfpxq|    8
*
.
In other words, the Schwartz space consists of smooth functions whose derivatives
(including the function itself) decay at infinity faster than any power of x; we say,
for short, that Schwartz functions are rapidly decreasing. Endowed with the family
of seminorms
(1.3) rf sα,NSpRnq  sup
xPRn
p1  |x|qN
¸
|α|¤N
|Dαfpxq|,
the Schwartz space is a locally convex topological space. We denote by S 1pRnq the
space of tempered distributions, the topological dual of SpRnq.
We set the following notations for the Fourier and the inverse Fourier transform
(see for instance, [8] for details)
pfpξq  Ffpξq : »
Rn
fpxqe2piixξ dx
respectively qfpxq  F1fpxq  »
Rn
fpξqe2piixξ dξ.
Here the original space variable is denoted by x P Rn and the frequency variable by
ξ P Rn. We recall that the Fourier and the inverse transform are well defined for
f P L1pRnq, whereas fpxq  F F1fqpxq  F1 Ffqpxq almost everywhere if both
f and pf P L1pRnq, and pointwise if f is also continuous. Also for all f, g P L1pRnq»
Rn
pfpξqgpξq dξ  »
Rn
fpξqpgpξq dξ.
The pointwise product is taken into the convolution product and vice versa, namely
for all f, g P L1pRnq
Fpf  gq  FpfqFpgq.
On the Schwartz space, the Fourier transform gives a continuous bijection between
SpRnq and SpRnq. We say that pf is the Fourier transform of f in a distributional
sense, for f that satisfies
³
Rn
|fpxq|
1 |x|p dx   8 for some p P N if, for any ϕ P SpRnq we
have that
(1.4)
»
Rn
pfpxqϕpxq dx  »
Rn
fpxqpϕpxq dx.
We remark that the integral notation is used in a formal manner whenever the
arguments are not integrable.
Let s P p0, 1q be fixed. We introduce the fractional Laplacian for u belonging to
the Schwartz space.
Definition 1.1. The fractional Laplacian of u P SpRnq is defined as
p∆qsupxq : Cpn, sqP.V.
»
Rn
upxq  upyq
|x y|n 2s dy
 Cpn, sq lim
εÑ0
»
RnzBεpxq
upxq  upyq
|x y|n 2s dy,
(1.5)
where Cpn, sq is a constant depending only on n and s.
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Here, P.V. is a commonly used abbreviation for ”in the principal value sense”
(as defined by the latter equation). The dimensional constant Cpn, sq is given in
[4], formula 3.2, as :
(1.6) Cpn, sq :
»
Rn
1 cospη1q
|η|n 2s dη

1
,
where η1 is, up to rotations, the first coordinate of η P Rn.
Remark 1.2. The definition (1.5) is well posed for smooth functions belonging to
a weighted L1 space, that we define as follows. For s P p0, 1q
L1spRnq :
!
u P L1locpRnq s.t.
»
Rn
|upxq|
1  |x|n 2s dx   8
)
,
endowed naturally with the norm
}u}L1spRnq :
»
Rn
|upxq|
1  |x|n 2s dx.
Let ε be positive, sufficiently small. Then indeed, for u P L1spRnq and C0,2s ε (or
C1,2s ε1 for s ¥ 1{2) in a neighborhood of x P Rn, the fractional Laplacian is
well defined in x as in (1.5). See for the proof Proposition 2.1.4 in [12], where
an approximation with Schwartz functions is performed. We often use this type
of regularity to obtain pointwise solutions to the posed equations. We will always
write C2s ε to denote both C0,2s ε for s   1{2 and C1,2s ε1 for s ¥ 1{2.
In definition (1.5), the singular integral can be substituted with a weighted second
order differential quotient by performing the changes of variables y˜  x   y and
y˜  x  y and summing up. In this way, the singularity at the origin can be
removed, as we observe in the following lemma (see for the proof Section 3.1 in [3]).
Lemma 1.3. Let p∆qs be the fractional Laplace operator defined by (1.5). Then
for any smooth u
(1.7) p∆qsupxq  Cpn, sq
2
»
Rn
2upxq  upx  yq  upx yq
|y|n 2s dy.
For u P SpRnq the fractional Laplace operator can also be expressed by means of
the Fourier transform, according to the following lemma (see Proposition 3.3 in [4]
for the proof).
Lemma 1.4. Let p∆qs be the fractional Laplace operator defined by (1.5). Then
for any u P SpRnq
(1.8) p∆qsupxq  F1
 
2pi|ξ|2spupξq	.
We refer usually to pointwise solutions, nevertheless distributional solution will
also be employed. Following the approach in [12] (see Definition 2.1.3), we introduce
a suitable functional space where distributional solutions can be defined. Let
SspRnq :
!
f P C8pRnq s.t. @α P Nn0 , sup
xPRn
 
1  |x|n 2s|Dαfpxq|    8).
The linear space SspRnq endowed with the family of seminorms
rf sαSspRnq : sup
xPRn
 
1  |x|n 2s|Dαfpxq|
is a locally convex topological space. We denote with S 1spRnq the topological dual
of SspRnq.
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We notice that if ϕ P SpRnq then p∆qsϕ P SspRnq, which makes this framework
appropriate for the distributional formulation. In order to prove this, we observe
that for any x P RnzB1 the bound
(1.9) |p∆qsϕpxq| ¤ cn,s|x|n2s
follows from the upcoming computation and the fact that ϕ P SpRnq
|p∆qsϕpxq|
¤
»
B |x|
2
2ϕpxq  ϕpx yq  ϕpx  yq
|y|n 2s dy   2
»
RnzB |x|
2
ϕpxq  ϕpx  yq
|y|n 2s dy
¤ cn,s|x|n2s

sup
zPRn
p1  |z|qn 2|D2ϕpzq|   sup
zPRn
p1  |z|qn|ϕpzq|   }ϕ}L1pRnq


.
Moreover, we observe that, up to constants,
Bxip∆qsϕpxq  BxiF1

|ξ|2s pϕpξq	pxq  F1iξi|ξ|2s pϕpξq	pxq
 F1

|ξ|2szBxiϕpξq	pxq  p∆qsBxiϕpxq.
Hence, by iterating the presented argument, one proves that p∆qsϕ P SspRnq,
which assures our claim. Then we have the following definition.
Definition 1.5. Let f P S 1pRnq, we say that u P S 1spRnq is a distributional solution
of
p∆qsu  f in Rn
if
(1.10)   u, p∆qsϕ ¡s
»
Rn
fpxqϕpxq dx for any ϕ P SpRnq,
where   ,  ¡s denotes the duality pairing of S 1spRnq and SspRnq and the latter
(formal) integral notation designates the pairing SpRnq and S 1pRnq.
We also use the integral notation for the pairing   ,  ¡s in a purely formal
manner whenever the arguments are not integrable. We notice that the inclusion
L1spRnq  S 1spRnq holds, in particular for any u P L1spRnq and ψ P SspRnq we have   u, ψ ¡s  ¤ »
Rn
|upxq| |ψpxq| dx ¤
»
Rn
|upxq|
1  |x|n 2s p1  |x|
n 2sq|ψpxq| dx
¤ rψs0SspRnq}u}L1spRnq.
(1.11)
We introduce now the four functions Ar, Φ, Pr and G, namely the s-mean kernel,
the fundamental solution, the Poisson kernel and the Green function. The reader
can see Section 2.2 in [7] for the theory in the classical case.
Definition 1.6. Let r ¡ 0 be fixed. The function Ar is defined by
(1.12) Arpyq :
$&%cpn, sq
r2s
p|y|2  r2qs|y|n y P R
nzBr,
0 y P Br,
where cpn, sq is a constant depending only on n and s.
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Definition 1.7. For any x P Rnzt0u the function Φ is defined by
(1.13) Φpxq :
$&%apn, sq|x|
n 2s if n  2s,
a

1,
1
2
	
log |x| if n  2s,
where apn, sq is a constant depending only on n and s.
Definition 1.8. Let r ¡ 0 be fixed. For any x P Br and any y P RnzBr, the
Poisson kernel Pr is defined by
(1.14) Prpy, xq : cpn, sq

r2  |x|2
|y|2  r2
s
1
|x y|n .
The Poisson kernel is used to build a function which is known outside the ball
and s-harmonic in Br. Indeed, it is used to give the representation formula for
problem (1.1), as stated in the following theorem.
Theorem 2.10. Let r ¡ 0, g P L1spRnq X CpRnq and let
(1.15) ugpxq :
$&%
»
RnzBr
Prpy, xqgpyq dy if x P Br,
gpxq if x P RnzBr.
Then ug is the unique pointwise continuous solution of the problem (1.1)#
p∆qsu  0 in Br,
u  g in RnzBr.
Definition 1.9. Let r ¡ 0 be fixed. For any x, z P Br and x  z, the function G
is defined by
(1.16) Gpx, zq : Φpx zq 
»
RnzBr
Φpz  yqPrpy, xq dy.
From this definition, a formula that is more suitable for applications can be
deduced. Indeed, one of the main goals is to prove this simpler, explicit formula
for the Green function on the ball, by means of elementary calculus techniques. At
this purpose, Theorem 3.1 establishes a symmetrical expression for G.
Theorem 3.1. Let r ¡ 0 be fixed and let G be the function defined in (1.16). Then
if n  2s
(1.17) Gpx, zq  κpn, sq|z  x|2sn
» r0px,zq
0
ts1
pt  1qn2 dt,
where
(1.18) r0px, zq  pr
2  |x|2qpr2  |z|2q
r2|x z|2
and κpn, sq is a constant depending only on n and s.
For n  2s, the following holds
(1.19) Gpx, zq  κ

1,
1
2
	
log

r2  xz  apr2  x2qpr2  z2q
r|z  x|


.
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This result is not new (see [2, 9]), however, the proof we provide uses only
calculus techniques, therefore we hope it will be accessible to a wide audience. It
makes elementary use of special functions like the Euler-Gamma function, the Beta
and the hypergeometric function, that are introduced in the Appendix (see the
book [1] for details). Moreover, the point inversion transformations and some basic
calculus facts, that are also outlined in the Appendix, are used in the course of this
proof.
The main property of the Green function is stated in the upcoming Theorem 3.2.
The function G is used to build the solution of an equation with a given forcing
term in a ball and vanishing Dirichlet data outside the ball, by convolution with the
forcing term. While this convolution property in itself may be easily guessed from
the superposition effect induced by the linear character of the equation, the main
property that we point out is that the convolution kernel is explicitly given by the
function G.
Theorem 3.2. Let r ¡ 0, h P C2s εpBrq X CpBrq and let
upxq :
$&%
»
Br
hpyqGpx, yq dy if x P Br,
0 if x P RnzBr.
Then u is the unique pointwise continuous solution of the problem (1.2)#
p∆qsu  h in Br,
u  0 in RnzBr.
The proof is classical, and makes use of the properties and representation formu-
las involving the two functions Φ and Pr.
We are also interested in the values of the normalization constants that appear in
the definitions of the s-mean kernel (and the Poisson kernel) and of the fundamental
solution. We will deal separately with the two cases n  2s and n  2s. We have
the following definition:
Definition 1.10. The constant apn, sq introduced in definition (1.13) is
apn, sq :  Γp
n
2  sq
22spi
n
2 Γpsq for n  2s,(1.20)
a

1,
1
2
	
:   1
pi
for n  2s.(1.21)
The constant cpn, sq introduced in definition (1.12) is
(1.22) cpn, sq : Γp
n
2 q sinpis
pi
n
2 1
.
These constants are used for normalization purposes, and we explicitly clarify
how their values arise. However, these values are only needed to compute the
constant κpn, sq introduced in Theorem 3.1, and have no role for the rest of our
discussion. The value of κpn, sq is given in terms of the Euler-Gamma function as:
Theorem 3.3. The constant κpn, sq introduced in identity (1.17) is
κpn, sq  Γp
n
2 q
22spi
n
2 Γ2psq for n  2s,
κ

1,
1
2
	
 1
pi
for n  2s.
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One interesting thing that we want to point out here is related to the two con-
stants Cpn, sq and cpn, sq. The constant Cpn, sq is given in [4] in the definition of
the fractional Laplacian, and we defined it here in (1.6). The constant cpn, sq is
introduced in [10] in the definition of the s-mean kernel and the Poisson-kernel,
and is here given in (1.22). These two constants are used for different normaliza-
tion purposes. We observe that they have similar asymptotic properties, however
they are not equal. In the following proposition we explicitly compute the value of
Cpn, sq defined in (1.6).
Theorem 3.5. The constant Cpn, sq introduced in (1.6) is given by
(1.23) Cpn, sq  2
2ssΓ
 
n
2   s

pi
n
2 Γp1 sq .
This paper is structured as follows: in the Preliminaries (Section 2) we introduce
some kernels related to the fractional Laplacian. In Subsection 2.1 we define the
s-mean value property by means of the s-mean kernel and prove that if a function
is s-harmonic, then it has the s-mean value property. Subsection 2.2 deals with
the study of the function Φ as the fundamental solution of the fractional Laplacian.
The fractional Poisson kernel is introduced in Subsection 2.3, and the representation
formula for equation (1.1) is obtained. Section 3 focuses on the Green function,
presenting two main theorems: Theorem 3.1 gives a more basic formula of the
function G for the ball and is treated in Subsection 3.1; Theorem 3.2, that illustrates
how the solution to equation (1.2) is built by means of the function G, is dealt
with in Subsection 3.2. The computation of the normalization constants introduced
along this notes is done in Subsection 3.3. The Appendix A introduces three special
functions (Gamma, Beta and hypergeometric), the point inversion transformations
and some calculus identities that we use throughout this paper.
2. Preliminaries
In this section, we deal with the s-mean kernel, the fundamental solution and
the Poisson kernel.
Let s P p0, 1q.
2.1. The s-mean value property. In this subsection, we define the s-mean value
property of the function u, namely, an average property defined by convolution of
u with the s-mean kernel.
Definition 2.1 (s-mean value property). Let x P Rn. We say that u belonging to
L1spRnq and continuous in a neighborhood of x has the s-mean value property at x
if, for any r ¡ 0 arbitrarily small,
(2.1) upxq  Ar  upxq.
We say that u has the s-mean value property in Ω  Rn if for any r ¡ 0 arbitrarily
small, identity (2.1) is satisfied at any point x P Ω.
The kernel Ar defined in (1.12) is used to state the s-mean value property, which
makes it reasonable to say that Ar plays the role of the s-mean kernel. The main
result that we state here is that if a function has the s-mean value property, then
it is s-harmonic (i.e u satisfies the classical relation p∆qsu  0).
Theorem 2.2. Let u P L1spRnq be C2s ε in a neighborhood of x P Rn. If u has the
s-mean value property at x, then u is s-harmonic at x.
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Proof. The function u has the s-mean value property for any r ¡ 0 arbitrarily small,
namely
upxq  Ar  upxq 
»
RnzBr
Arpyqupx yq dy.
Using identity (A.19) we obtain that
0  upxq 
»
RnzBr
Arpyqupx yq dy  cpn, sqr2s
»
RnzBr
upxq  upx yq
p|y|2  r2qs|y|n dy,
thus, since r ¡ 0
(2.2)
»
RnzBr
upxq  upx yq
p|y|2  r2qs|y|n dy  0.
Hence, in order to obtain p∆qsupxq  0 we prove that
(2.3) lim
rÑ0
»
RnzBr
upxq  upx yq
|y|n 2s dy  limrÑ0
»
RnzBr
upxq  upx yq
p|y|2  r2qs|y|n dy.
Let R ¡ r?2. We write the integral in (2.2) as»
RnzBr
upxq  upx yq
p|y|2  r2qs|y|n dy

»
RnzBR
upxq  upx yq
p|y|2  r2qs|y|n dy  
»
BRzBr
upxq  upx yq
p|y|2  r2qs|y|n dy
 I1pr,Rq   I2pr,Rq.
(2.4)
In I1pr,Rq we see that |y|
2
|y|2r2   2 and obtain that
|upxq  upx yq|
p|y|2  r2qs|y|n ¤ 2
s |upxq  upx yq|
|y|n 2s P L
1pRnzBR, dyq,
as u P L1spRnq. We can use the dominated convergence theorem, send r Ñ 0 and
conclude that
(2.5) lim
rÑ0
I1pr,Rq 
»
RnzBR
upxq  upx yq
|y|n 2s dy.
Now, for r   |y|   R and u P C2s ε (for s   1{2) in a neighborhood of x we have
the bound upxq  upx yq ¤ c|y|2s ε,
while for s ¥ 1{2 and u P C1,2s ε1 we use that
|upxq  upx yq  y ∇upxq| 
 » 1
0
y
 ∇upx tyq ∇upxq dt
¤ |y|
» 1
0
∇upx tyq ∇upxq dt
¤ cps, εq|y|2s ε.
Notice that y∇upxqp|y|2r2qs|y|n and
y∇upxq
|y|2s n are even functions, hence they vanish when
integrated on the symmetrical domain BRzBr. Therefore, by setting
(2.6) Jpr,Rq : I2pr,Rq 
»
BRzBr
upxq  upx yq
|y|2s n dy
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we have that
Jpr,Rq 
»
BRzBr

upxqupxyqy ∇upxq
p|y|2r2qs|y|n 
upxqupxyqy ∇upxq
|y|2s n

dy
and by passing to polar coordinates and afterwards making the change of variables
ρ  rt we get
|Jpr,Rq| ¤ cps, εq
»
BRzBr
|y|2s ε

p|y|2  r2qs|y|n  |y|n2s
	
dy
 cpn, s, εq
» R
r
ρε1

ρ2s
pρ2  r2qs  1


dρ
  cpn, s, εqrε
» R
r
1
tε1

ts
pt 1qs  1


dt
since t{pt  1q ¡ 1. Now for t P p1,?2q we have that» ?2
1
tε1

ts
pt 1qs  1


dt ¤ cpsq
» ?2
1

pt 1qs  ts


dt  c˜psq.
On the other hand, for t ¥ ?2
1 1
t
	s
 1 ¤ s
t

1 1?
2
	s1
and we have that
lim
rÑ0
» R
r
?
2
tε1

ts
pt 1qs  1


dt ¤
» 8
?
2
tε1

1 1
t
	s
 1

dt
¤ cpsq
» 8
?
2
tε2 dt  c¯ps, εq.
Thus by sending r Ñ 0 we obtain that
lim
rÑ0
Jpr,Rq  0
and therefore in (2.6)
lim
rÑ0
I2pr,Rq  lim
rÑ0
»
BRzBr
upxq  upx yq
|y|2s n dy.
Using this and (2.5) and passing to the limit in (2.4), claim (2.3) follows and hence
the conclusion that p∆qsupxq  0. 
2.2. The fundamental solution. We claim that the function Φ plays the role of
the fundamental solution of the fractional Laplacian, namely the fractional Lapla-
cian of Φ is equal in the distributional sense to the Dirac Delta function evaluated
at zero. The following theorem provides the motivation for this claim.
Theorem 2.3. In the distributional sense (given by definition (1.10))
p∆qsΦ  δ0.
The computation of the Fourier transform of the fundamental solution is required
in order to prove Theorem 2.3.
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Proposition 2.4. a) For n ¡ 2s, let f P L1pRnq X CpRnq with qf P SspRnq,
b) for n ¤ 2s, let f P L1pRq X CpRq X C1 p8, 0q Y p0, 8q with qf P SspRq such
that
(2.7)
|fpxq| ¤ c1|x|2s for x P R
|fpxq| ¤ c2|x| for |x| ¡ 1
|f 1pxq| ¤ c11|x|2s1 for 0   |x| ¤ 1
|f 1pxq| ¤ c
1
2
|x| for |x| ¡ 1.
Then »
Rn
Φpxq qfpxq dx  »
Rn
p2pi|x|q2sfpxq dx.
Proof. We notice that the conditions (2.7) on f assure that the integrals are well
defined. Indeed, since Φ P L1spRnq  S 1spRnq the left hand side is finite thanks to
(1.11). The right hand side is also finite since, for n ¡ 2s,»
Rn
|fpxq||x|2s dx ¤ cn sup
xPB1
|fpxq|
» 1
0
ρn2s1 dρ 
»
RnzB1
|fpxq||x|2s dx
¤ cn sup
xPB1
|fpxq|   }f}L1pRnq
and for n ¤ 2s we have that»
R
|fpxq||x|2s dx ¤
»
RzB1
|fpxq||x|2s dx  c1
»
B1
dx
¤ }f}L1pRq   2c1.
a) For n ¡ 2s we prove that
(2.8) apn, sq
»
Rn
|x|n 2s qfpxq dx  »
Rn
p2pi|x|q2sfpxq dx.
We use the Fourier transform of the Gaussian distribution as the starting point of
the proof. For any δ ¡ 0 we have that
Fpepiδ|x|2q  δn2 epi |x|
2
δ .
In particular for any f P L1pRnq and qf P SspRnq (which is a subspace of L2pRnq),
by Parseval identity we obtain»
Rn
epiδ|x|
2 qfpxq dx  »
Rn
δ
n
2 epi
|x|2
δ fpxq dx.
We multiply both sides by δ
n
2s1, integrate in δ from 0 to 8. We use the notations
I1 
» 8
0
»
Rn
δ
n
2s1epiδ|x|
2 qfpxq dx dδ
and
I2 
» 8
0
»
Rn
δs1epi
|x|2
δ fpxq dx

dδ,
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having I1  I2. We perform in I1 the change of variable α  δ|x|2 and obtain that
I1 
»
Rn
|x|n 2s qfpxq» 8
0
α
n
2s1epiα dα

dx.
We set
(2.9) c1 :
» 8
0
α
n
2s1epiα dα,
which is a finite quantity since n2  s 1 ¡ 1. On the other hand in I2 we change
the variable α  |x|2{δ and obtain that
I2 
»
Rn
|x|2sfpxq
» 8
0
αs1epiα dα

dx.
We then set
(2.10) c2 :
» 8
0
αs1epiα dα,
which is finite since s 1 ¡ 1. As I1  I2 it yields that
c1
c2p2piq2s
»
Rn
|x|n 2s qfpxq dx  »
Rn
p2pi|x|q2sfpxq dx.
We take
(2.11) apn, sq  c1
c2p2piq2s
and the claim (2.8) follows. This concludes the proof for n ¡ 2s.
b) For n   2s (hence n  1 and s ¡ 1{2), let R ¡ 0 be as large as we wish (we
will make R go to 8 in sequel). Then»
BR
|x|2s1 qfpxq dx  » R
0
x2s1
 qfpxq   qfpxq	 dx
 2
» R
0
x2s1
»
R
fpξq cosp2piξxq dξ dx
 2
»
R
fpξq
» R
0
x2s1 cosp2piξxq dx

dξ.
We use the change of variables x¯  2pix (but still write x as the variable of integra-
tion for simplicity) and let R¯  2piR. Then» R
0
x2s1 cosp2piξxq dx  p2piq2s
» R¯
0
x2s1 cospξxq dx.
We have that»
BR
|x|2s1 qfpxq dx  212s
pi2s
»
R
fpξq
» R¯
0
x2s1 cospξxq dx

dξ.
Integrating by parts and changing variables |ξ|x  t we obtain that» R¯
0
x2s1 cospξxq dx  x2s1 sinpξxq
ξ
R¯
0
 p2s 1q
» R¯
0
x2s2
sinpξxq
ξ
dx
 R¯2s1 sinpξR¯q
ξ
 p2s 1q|ξ|2s
» R¯|ξ|
0
t2s2 sin t dt.
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Therefore
»
BR
|x|2s1 qfpxq dx  212s
pi2s
R¯2s1
»
R
fpξq sinpξR¯q
ξ
dξ
 2
12sp2s 1q
pi2s
»
R
fpξq|ξ|2s
» R¯|ξ|
0
t2s2 sin t dt


dξ.
(2.12)
We claim that
(2.13) lim
RÑ8
R¯2s1
»
R
fpξq sinpξR¯q
ξ
dξ  0.
We integrate by parts and obtain that » 8
0
fpξq sinpξR¯q
ξ
dξ
 ¤ |fpξq|ξ | cospξR¯q|R¯
8
0
  1
R¯
» 8
0
| cospξR¯q| |fpξq|
ξ2
dξ
 
» 8
0
| cospξR¯q| |f
1pξq|
ξ
dξ


.
By (2.7), for ξ large we have that
|fpξq|
ξ
| cospξR¯q| ¤ c2 | cospξR¯q|
ξ2
, hence lim
ξÑ8
|fpξq|
ξ
| cospξR¯q|
R¯
 0.
For ξ small we have that
|fpξq|
ξ
¤ c1ξ2s1, hence lim
ξÑ0
|fpξq|
ξ
| cospξR¯q|
R¯
 0.
Furthermore, by changing variables t  ξR¯ (and noticing that the constants may
change value from line to line) we have that» 8
0
|fpξq|
ξ2
| cospξR¯q| dξ ¤ c1
» 1
0
ξ2s2| cospξR¯q| dξ   c2
» 8
1
ξ3| cospξR¯q| dξ
¤ c1R¯12s
» R¯
0
t2s2| cos t| dt  c2R¯2
» 8
R¯
t3| cos t|dt ¤ c
2
and» 8
0
|f 1pξq|
ξ
| cospξR¯q| dξ ¤ c11
» 1
0
ξ2s2| cospξR¯q| dξ   c12
» 8
1
ξ2| cospξR¯q| dξ
¤ c11R¯12s
» R¯
0
t2s2| cos t| dt  c12R¯
» 8
R¯
t2| cos t| dt ¤ c
2
.
Hence  » 8
0
fpξq sinpξR¯q
ξ
dξ
 ¤ cR,
and in the same way we obtain » 08 fpξq sinpξR¯qξ dξ
   » 8
0
fpξq sinpξR¯q
ξ
dξ
 ¤ cR.
Therefore
lim
RÑ8
R¯2s1
»
R
fpξq sinpξR¯q
ξ
dξ  0
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and we have proved the claim (2.13). Now we claim that (and this holds also for
n  2s)
(2.14)
lim
RÑ8
»
R
fpξq|ξ|2s
 » R¯|ξ|
0
t2s2 sin t dt
	
dξ   cosppisqΓp2s 1q
»
R
fpξq|ξ|2s dξ.
In order to prove this, we estimate the difference » 8
0
t2s2 sin t dt 
» R¯|ξ|
0
t2s2 sin t dt
 ¤  » 8
R¯|ξ|
t2s2 sin t dt

¤ |t2s2 cos t|
8
R¯|ξ|
  p2s 2q
» 8
R¯|ξ|
|t|2s3| cos t| dt ¤ cpR¯|ξ|q2s2.
We then have that »
R
fpξq|ξ|2s
 » 8
0
t2s2 sin t dt
» R¯|ξ|
0
t2s2 sin t dt
	
dξ

¤ cR¯2s2
»
R
|fpξq||ξ|2 dξ
¤ cR¯2s2

c1
» 1
0
ξ2s2 dξ   c2
» 8
1
ξ3 dξ


 R2s2c.
Hence we obtain
lim
RÑ8
»
R
fpξq|ξ|2s
 » R¯|ξ|
0
t2s2 sin t dt
	
dξ 
»
R
fpξq|ξ|2s
» 8
0
t2s2 sin t dt


dξ
and the claim (2.14) follows from the identity (A.36) in the Appendix.
By sending R to infinity in (2.12) we finally obtain that»
R
|x|2s1 qfpxq dx  212s
pi2s
p2s 1q cosppisqΓp2s 1q
»
R
|ξ|2sfpξq dξ
 2 cosppisqΓp2sq
»
R
p2pi|ξ|q2sfpξq dξ.
(2.15)
Therefore taking ap1, sq  p2 cosppisqΓp2sqq1 we obtain that
ap1, sq
»
R
|x|2s1 qfpxq dx  »
R
p2pi|x|q2sfpxq dx,
hence the result for n   2s.
Now, for n  2s we have that»
BR
log |x| qfpxq dx  2 »
R
fpξq
» R
0
log x cosp2piξxq dx

dξ.
We change variables x¯  2pix (but still write x as the variable of integration for
simplicity) and let R¯  2piR. Then we have that» R
0
log x cosp2piξxq dx 
» R¯
0

log x logp2piq
	
cospξxq dx
2pi
 1
2pi
» R¯
0
log x cospξxq dx logp2piq
2pi
sinpξR¯q
ξ
.
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We integrate by parts and obtain that» R¯
0
log x cospξxq dx  log R¯ sinpξR¯q
ξ
 1|ξ|
» R¯|ξ|
0
sin t
t
dt.
We thus have that»
BR
log |x| qfpxq dx  1
pi
logR
»
R
fpξq sinpξR¯q
ξ
dξ 1
pi
»
R
fpξq|ξ|1
» R¯|ξ|
0
sin t
t
dt

dξ.
We claim that
(2.16) lim
RÑ8
logR
»
R
fpξq sinpξR¯q
ξ
dξ  0.
Indeed we have that » 1{R¯
0
fpξq sinpξR¯q
ξ
dξ
 ¤ » 1{R¯
0
|fpξq|ξR¯
ξ
dξ ¤ c1R¯
» 1{R¯
0
ξ dξ  c1
R¯
.
Moreover integrating by parts we have that » 8
1{R¯
fpξq sinpξR¯q
ξ
dξ
 ¤ |fpξq|ξ | cospξR¯q|R¯

8
1{R¯
  1
R¯
» 8
1{R¯
|fpξq|
ξ2
| cospξR¯q| dξ
 
» 8
1{R¯
|f 1pξq|
ξ
| cospξR¯q| dξ

.
We have that for ξ large
|fpξq|
ξ
| cospξR¯q|
R¯
¤ c2
R¯
| cospξR¯q|
ξ2
hence
lim
ξÑ8
|fpξq|
ξ
| cospξR¯q|
R¯
 0.
On the other hand by using the change of variables t  ξR¯» 8
1{R¯
|fpξq|
ξ2
| cospξR¯q| dξ ¤ c1
» 1
1{R¯
| cospξR¯q|
ξ
dξ   c2
» 8
1
| cospξR¯q|
ξ3
dξ
 c1
» R¯
1
| cos t|
t
dt  c2
» 8
R¯
R¯2
t3
| cos t| dt ¤ c¯1 logR  c¯2.
Moreover» 8
1{R¯
|f 1pξq|
ξ
| cospξR¯q| dξ ¤ c11
» 1
1{R¯
| cospξR¯q|
ξ
dξ   c12
» 8
1
| cospξR¯q|
ξ2
dξ
 c11
» R¯
1
| cos t|
t
dt  c12
» 8
R¯
R¯
t2
| cos t| dt ¤ c¯11 logR  c¯12.
Hence
lim
RÑ8
logR
» 8
0
fpξq sinpξR¯q
ξ
dξ  0
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and since the same bounds hold for
³0
8 fpξq sinpξR¯qξ dξ, the claim (2.16) follows.
Also, the proof of the claim (2.14) assures us that
lim
RÑ8
» 8
0
fpξq|ξ|1
» R¯|ξ|
0
sin t
t
dt


dξ 
» 8
0
fpξq|ξ|1
» 8
0
sin t
t
dt


dξ
 pi
2
» 8
0
fpξq|ξ|1 dξ.
It follows that »
R
log |x| qfpxq dx  1
2
»
R
|ξ|1fpξq dξ,
hence
(2.17)  1
pi
»
R
log |x| qfpxq dx  »
R
p2pi|ξ|q1fpξq dξ
and the result holds for n  2s. This concludes the proof of the Proposition. 
Remark 2.5. It is now clear that we have chosen apn, sq in Definition 1.10 in order
to normalize the Fourier transform of the fundamental solution. Indeed, for n ¡ 2s,
we perform the change of variable piα  t in (2.9) and by (A.1) we obtain that
c1  pisn2
» 8
0
t
n
2s1et dt  pisn2 Γ

n
2
 s


.
Also in (2.10) we change the variable piα  t and get that
c2  pis
» 8
0
ts1et dt  pisΓpsq.
Therefore
c1
c2
 pi
2sn2 Γpn2  sq
Γpsq , hence by (2.11) apn, sq 
Γpn2  sq
22spi
n
2 Γpsq .
The value ap1, sq is computed in (2.15). We point out that we can rewrite this value
using (A.6) and (A.4), as follows
ap1, sq  1
2 cosppisqΓp2sq 
Γp1{2 sq
22s
?
piΓpsq .
Moreover, we observe that identity (2.17) says that
a

1,
1
2


  1
pi
.
By applying this latter Proposition 2.4, we prove Theorem 2.3.
Proof of Theorem 2.3. For any f P SpRnq we have that F1

|ξ|2s pfpξq	 P SspRnq
(according to definition (1.8) and to (1.9)). Notice that |ξ|2s pfpξq P L1pRnqXCpRnq,
since »
Rn
|x|2s| pfpxq| dx ¤ r pf s0,n 2SpRnq »
RnzB1
|x|2sn2 dx  sup
xPB1
| pfpxq| ¤ cpfq,
where we use the seminorm defined in (1.3). Moreover, for n ¤ 2s we have that
|ξ|2s| pfpξq| ¤ } pf}L8pRq|ξ|2s  c1|ξ|2s for ξ P R,
|ξ|2s| pfpξq| ¤ r pfpξqs0,3SpRq|ξ|2s3 ¤ c2|ξ| for |ξ| ¡ 1.
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Also for 0  |ξ| ¤ 1 d
dξ
 |ξ|2s pfpξq ¤ 2s|ξ|2s1| pfpξq|   |ξ|2s d
dξ
pfpξq
¤ |ξ|2s1

2s} pf}L8pRq   d pfpξqdξ L8pRq


 c11|ξ|2s1
and for |ξ| ¡ 1 d
dξ
 |ξ|2s pfpξq ¤ 2s|ξ|2s1| pfpξq|   |ξ|2s d
dξ
pfpξq
¤ 2sr pf s0,2SpRq|ξ|2s3   |ξ|2s3r pf s1,3SpRq ¤ c12|ξ|1,
which proves that f satisfies (2.7). From Proposition 2.4 it follows that
  Φ, p∆qsf ¡s
»
Rn
ΦpxqF1

p2pi|ξ|q2s pfpξq	pxq dx

»
Rn
p2pi|ξ|q2sp2pi|ξ|q2s pfpξq dξ  »
Rn
pfpξq dξ  fp0q.
Therefore in the distributional sense
p∆qsΦ  δ0. 
We have the following Lemma.
Lemma 2.6. Let f P CcpRnq, then f  Φ P L1spRnq.
Proof. To prove that f Φ P L1spRnq, we suppose that supp f  BR and we compute»
Rn
|f  Φpxq|
1  |x|n 2s dx 
»
BR
|fpyq|
»
Rn
Φpx yq
1  |x|n 2s dx


dy
¤ }f}L8pRnq
»
BR
»
Rn
Φpx yq
1  |x|n 2s dx


dy.
We set
(2.18) cn,s,R :
»
BR
»
Rn
Φpx yq
1  |x|n 2s dx


dy
and prove it is a finite quantity. We take for simplicity R  1 and remark that the
constants in the next computations may change value from line to line. For n ¡ 2s
we have that»
B1
»
Rn
Φpx yq
1  |x|n 2s dx


dy  apn, sq
»
B1
»
Rn
|x y|2sn
1  |x|n 2s dx


dy.
For x small we have that»
B1
»
B2
|x y|2sn
1  |x|n 2s dx


dy ¤
»
B1
»
B2
|x y|2sn dx


dy
¤ cn
»
B1
» 2 |y|
0
t2s1 dt


dy
 cn,s
» 1
0
p2  tq2stn1 dt  c¯n,s.
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For x large, we use that |x y| ¥ |x|  |y| and 1  |x|n 2s ¡ |x|n 2s, thus»
B1
»
RnzB2
|x y|2sn
1  |x|n 2s dx


dy ¤
»
B1
»
RnzB2
p|x|  |y|q2sn|x|n2s dx


dy
 cn
» 1
0
tn1
» 8
2
pρ tq2snρn2sρn1 dρ


dt
¤ cn
» 8
2
pρ 1q2sn1 dρ  cn,s.
Hence for n ¡ 2s the quantity cn,s,R in (2.18) is finite. Meanwhile, for n   2s for x
small the same bound as for n ¡ 2s holds. For x large, we have that»
B1
»
RzB2
|x y|2s1
1  |x|1 2s dx


dy ¤
»
B1
»
RzB2
p|x|   |y|q2s1|x|12s dx


dy
 c
» 1
0
» 8
2
pρ  tq2s1ρ12s dρ


dt  cs.
In the case n  2s from the triangle inequality we have that»
B1
»
B2
log |x y|
1  |x|2 dx


dy ¤ c
» 2
0
logpt  1q dt  c˜
and »
B1
»
RzB2
log |x y|
1  |x|2 dx


dy ¤
» 8
2
logpt  1qt2 dt  c˜.
Hence cn,s,R in (2.18) is finite and we have that
(2.19)
»
Rn
|f  Φpxqpxq|
1  |x|n 2s dx ¤ cn,s,R}f}L8pRnq.
It follows that f  Φ P L1spRnq, as stated. 
Before continuing with the main result of this section, we introduce the following
lemma, that will be the main ingredient in the proof of the upcoming Theorem 2.8.
Lemma 2.7. Let f P C8c pRnq, let ϕ be an arbitrary function such that we haveqϕ P SspRnq and the following hold:
a) for n ¡ 2s, ϕ P L1pRnq X CpRnq,
b) for n ¤ 2s, ϕ P L1pRq X CpRq X C1 p8, 0q Y p0,8qq and
|ϕpxq| ¤ c1|x|2s for x P R
|ϕpxq| ¤ c2|x| for |x| ¡ 1
|ϕ1pxq| ¤ c11|x|2s1 for 0   |x| ¤ 1
|ϕ1pxq| ¤ c
1
2
|x| for |x| ¡ 1.
Then
(2.20)
»
Rn
f  Φpxqqϕpxq dx  »
Rn
p2pi|x|q2s qfpxqϕpxq dx.
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Proof. In order to prove identity (2.20) we notice that by the Fubini-Tonelli theorem
we have that»
Rn
f  Φpxqqϕpxqdx  »
Rn
»
Rn
Φpyqfpx yq dy

 qϕpxq dx

»
Rn
Φpyq
»
Rn
fpx yqqϕpxq dx
 dy.
We denote
f ¯qϕpyq : »
Rn
fpx yqqϕpxq dx  »
Rn
fpxqqϕpx  yq dx
and write
(2.21)
»
Rn
f  Φpxqqϕpxqdx  »
Rn
Φpyqf ¯qϕpyq dy.
The operation ¯ is well defined for f P C8c pRnq and qϕ P SspRnq, furthermore it is
easy to see that
Fpf ¯qϕqpxq  qfpxqϕpxq.
We notice at first that since ϕ and qϕ are continuous, Fpqϕq  ϕ on Rn. We define
(2.22) ψpxq : Fpf ¯qϕqpxq  qfpxqϕpxq
and we write (2.21) as
(2.23)
»
Rn
f  Φpxqqϕpxqdx  »
Rn
Φpyq qψpyq dy.
To apply Proposition 2.4, we have to check that ψ verifies (2.7). Since»
Rn
|ψpxq| dx 
»
Rn
| qfpxq||ϕpxq| dx ¤ } qf}L8pRnq}ϕ}L1pRnq,
we have that ψ P L1pRnq. Also, ψ P CpRnq as a product of continuous functions.
We claim that f ¯qϕ P SspRnq. Indeed, suppose supp f  BR for R ¡ 0. We remark
that in the next computations the constants may change from line to line. Then
for |x| ¤ 2R we have that
p1  |x|n 2sq|f ¯qϕpxq| ¤ cn,s,R »
BRpxq
|fpy  xqqϕpyq| dy
¤ cn,s,R}f}L8pBRq}qϕ}L8pB3Rq.
For |x| ¡ 2R we have that
|x|n 2s|f ¯qϕpxq| ¤ }f}L8pBRqrqϕs0SspRnq|x|n 2s »
BR
|x  y|n2s dy
and we remark that |y| ¤ |x|{2 (otherwise y R supp f). Then we use the bound
|x  y| ¥ |x|  |y| ¥ |x|{2 and we have that
|x|n 2s|f ¯qϕpxq| ¤ }f}8rqϕs0SspRnq|x|n 2s »
BR
|x|n2s dy  cn,s,R.
We can iterate the same method to prove that p1  |x|n 2sq|Dαf ¯qϕpxq| is bounded
since Dαf ¯qϕpxq  f ¯Dα qϕpxq and Dα qϕ P SspRnq. For n ¤ 2s we have that
|ψpxq| ¤ | qfpxq||ϕpxq| ¤ } qf}L8pRqc1|x|2s for |x| ¤ 1,
|ψpxq| ¤ | qfpxq||ϕpxq| ¤ } qf}L8pRq c2|x| for |x| ¡ 1.
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Moreover, for |x| ¡ 1
|ψ1pxq| ¤ | qfpxq||ϕ1pxq|    d
dx
qfpxqϕpxq
¤ } qf}L8pRq c12|x|   
»
fpξqpiξqeixξ dξ
|ϕpxq|
¤ } qf}L8pRq c12|x|   }ξfpξq}L1pRq c2|x| ¤ C|x|
and for |x| ¤ 1, since f P C8c pRq
|ψ1pxq| ¤ | qfpxq||ϕ1pxq|    d
dx
qfpxq|ϕpxq|
¤ } qf}L8pRqc11|x|2s1   c1|x|2s}ξfpξq}L8pRq|x|1  C|x|2s1.
Hence ψ satisfies (2.7). Taking into account (2.23) and applying Proposition 2.4 we
have that»
Rn
f  Φpxqqϕpxq dx  »
Rn
Φpxq qψpxq dx  »
Rn
p2pi|x|q2sψpxq dx,
and from (2.22) we conclude that»
Rn
f  Φpxqqϕpxq dx  »
Rn
p2pi|x|q2s qfpxqϕpxq dx. 
The function Φ gives the representation formula for equation p∆qsu  f both
in the distributional sense and pointwise.
Theorem 2.8. Let f P C2s εc pRnq and let u be defined as
upxq : Φ  f pxq.
Then u P L1spRnq and in the distributional sense
p∆qsu  f.
Moreover, u P C2s εpRnq and pointwise in Rn
p∆qsupxq  fpxq.
Proof. From Lemma 2.6, we have that u P L1spRnq. We prove at first the statement
for f P C8c pRnq.
We notice that for ϕ P SpRnq, the function F1pp2pi|ξq|2s pϕpξqq P SspRnq and
p2pi|ξq|2s pϕpξq satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 2.7. Hence, by (2.20)
  upxq, p∆qsϕ ¡s
»
Rn
f  ΦpxqF1

p2pi|ξ|q2s pϕpξq	pxq dx

»
Rn
qfpξqpϕpξq dξ  »
Rn
fpxqϕpxq dx.
The last equality follows since qf P L1pRnq, which is assured by the infinite differen-
tiability of f . We conclude that u is the distributional solution of
p∆qsu  f.
We consider now f P C2s εc pRnq. We take a sequence of functions pfkqk P
C8c pRnq such that }fk  f}L8pRnq ÝÑ
kÑ8
0 and we consider uk  Φ  fk. Then we
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have that for any ϕ P SpRnq
  uk, p∆qsϕ ¡s
»
Rn
fkpxqϕpxq dx.
By definition of fk
lim
kÑ 8
»
Rn
fkpxqϕpxq dx 
»
Rn
fpxqϕpxq dx,
moreover, using (1.11) and (2.19) we have that
  uk  u, p∆qsϕ ¡s¤ rp∆qsϕs0SspRnq}uk  u}L1spRnq
¤ cn,s,Rrp∆qsϕs0SspRnq}fk  f}L8pRnq ÝÑkÑ8 0.
We thus obtain that for any ϕ P SpRnq
  u, p∆qsϕ ¡s
»
Rn
fpxqϕpxq dx.
Hence in the distributional sense p∆qsu  f on Rn for any f P C2s εc pRnq. To
obtain the pointwise solution, we notice that thanks to Theorem 9.3 in [13] we have
that u P C2s εpRnq. This, together with the fact that u P L1spRnq implies that the
fractional Laplacian of u is well defined, according to Remark 1.2. Moreover, from
the continuity of the mapping Rn Q x ÞÑ p∆qsupxq, according to Proposition 2.1.7
from [12], we have that
³
Rnp∆qsupxqϕpxq dx is well defined. For any ϕ P C8c pRnq
we have that »
Rn
upxqp∆qsϕpxq dx 
»
Rn
fpxqϕpxq dx.
Thanks to Fubini-Tonelli’s Theorem and changing variables we obtain that for any
ϕ P C8c pRnq»
Rn
fpxqϕpxq dx 
»
Rn
upxqp∆qsϕpxq dx 
»
Rn
p∆qsupxqϕpxq dx.
Since both f and p∆qsu are continuous, we conclude that pointwise in Rn
p∆qsupxq  fpxq. 
As a corollary, we have a representation formula for a C8c pRnq function.
Corollary 2.9. For any f P C8c pRnq there exists a function ϕ P C8pRnq such that
fpxq  ϕ  Φpxq,
and ϕpxq  Op|x|n2sq as |x| Ñ 8.
Proof. For f P C8c pRnq, we define ϕ as
ϕpxq : p∆qsfpxq.
The bound established in (1.9) assures the asymptotic behavior of ϕ, while it is not
hard to see that ϕ P C8pRnq. Then by using Theorem 2.8 we have that pointwise
in Rn
ϕ  Φpxq  p∆qsf  Φpxq  fpxq. 
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2.3. The Poisson kernel. We claim that Pr plays the role of the fractional Poisson
kernel. Indeed, the function Pr arises in the construction of the solution to Dirichlet
problem with vanishing Laplacian inside the ball and a known forcing term outside
the ball, as stated in the next Theorem 2.10.
Theorem 2.10. Let r ¡ 0, g P L1spRnq X CpRnq and let
(2.24) ugpxq :
$&%
»
RnzBr
Prpy, xqgpyq dy if x P Br,
gpxq if x P RnzBr.
Then ug is the unique pointwise continuous solution of the problem (1.1)#
p∆qsu  0 in Br,
u  g in RnzBr.
Proof of Theorem 2.10. We see at first that ug P L1spRnq. Take R ¡ 2r and x P Br,
then by using (A.22), the inequality |x y| ¡ |y|  r and for |y| ¡ R the bound
(2.25)
|y|n 2s
p|y|2  r2qs|x y|n ¤ 2
n s
we have that
|ugpxq| ¤
»
R¡|y|¡r
Prpy, xq|gpyq| dy  
»
|y|¡R
Prpy, xq|gpyq| dy
¤ cpn, sq sup
yPBRzBr
|gpyq|   2n scpn, sqpr2  |x|2qs
»
|y|¡R
|gpyq|
|y|n 2s dy
¤ cpn, sq sup
yPBRzBr
|gpyq|   2n scpn, sqr2s
»
|y|¡R
|gpyq|
|y|n 2s dy.
Since g P L1spRnq, the last integral is bounded, and so ug is bounded in Br. It
follows that ug P L1spRnq, as stated. Moreover, the local C8 regularity of ug in Br
follows from the regularity of the Poisson kernel.
Let us fix x P Br and prove that ug has the s-mean value property in x. If this
holds, indeed, Theorem 2.2 implies that p∆qsupxq  0, and given the arbitrary
choice of x, the same is true in the whole Br.
We claim that for any ρ such that 0   ρ   r  |x| we have
(2.26) Aρ  ugpxq  ugpxq.
Let at first g be in C8c pRnq. By Corollary 2.9, there exists a function ϕ P C8pRnq
such that
gpyq 
»
Rn
Φpz  yqϕpzq dz
and at infinity ϕpzq  Op|z|n2sq. For r ¡ 0 fixed, we write g as
(2.27) gpyq 
»
RnzBr
Φpt yqϕptq dt 
»
Br
Φpz  yqϕpzq dz.
Using identity (A.33) we have that»
Br
Φpz  yqϕpzq dz 
»
Br
»
RnzBr
Prpt, zqΦpy  tq dt


ϕpzq dz

»
RnzBr
Φpy  tq
»
Br
Prpt, zqϕpzq dz


dt.
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Therefore, in (2.27) it follows that
(2.28) gpyq 
»
RnzBr
Φpy  tqψptq dt,
where ψptq  ϕptq   ³
Br
Prpt, zqϕpzq dz. In particular, using (2.24) and (2.28) we
have that
ugpxq 
»
|y|¡r
Prpy, xq
»
|t|¡r
Φpy  tqψptq dt


dy

»
|t|¡r
ψptq
»
|y|¡r
Prpy, xqΦpy  tq dy


dt 
»
|t|¡r
ψptqΦpx tq dt
thanks to (A.33). Furthermore, we compute
Aρ  ugpxq 
»
|y|¡ρ
Aρpyq
»
|t|¡r
ψptqΦpx y  tq dt


dy

»
|t|¡r
ψptq
»
|y|¡ρ
AρpyqΦpx y  tq dy


dt.
Having chosen ρ ¤ r  |x| we have that |x t| ¥ |t|  |x| ¥ ρ and from (A.31) we
obtain
Aρ  ugpxq 
»
|t|¡r
ψptqΦpx tq dt.
Consequently Aρ  ugpxq  ugpxq, thus for g P C8c pRnq the claim (2.26) is proved.
We now prove the claim (2.26) for any forcing term g P L1spRnq X CpRnq. In
particular, let ηk P C8c pRnq be such that ηkpxq P r0, 1s, ηk  1 in Bk and ηk  0 in
Bk 1. Then gk : ηkg P C8c pRnq and we have that gk ÝÑ
kÑ8
g pointwise in Rn, in
norm L1spRnq and uniformly on compact sets. So, for any k ¥ 0 the function ugkpxq
has the s-mean value property in x. Precisely, for any ρ ¡ 0 small independent of
k,
(2.29)
 
Aρ  ugk
pxq  ugkpxq.
We claim that
(2.30) lim
kÑ8
ugkpxq  ugpxq
and that for any ρ ¡ 0 small
lim
kÑ8
 
Aρ  ugk
pxq  Aρ  ugpxq.(2.31)
Let ε be any arbitrarily small quantity. For k large and R ¡ 2r, we take advantage
of (2.25) and obtain that for x P Br
|ugkpxq  ugpxq| ¤
»
RnzBr
|gkpyq  gpyq|Prpy, xq dy
¤ 2n scpn, sqpr2  |x|2qs
»
RnzBR
|gkpyq  gpyq|
|y|n 2s dy
  sup
yPBRzBr
|gkpyq  gpyq|
»
BRzBr
Prpy, xq dy
¤ cpn, s, rq
»
RnzBR
|gkpyq  gpyq|
|y|n 2s dy   supyPBRzBr
|gkpyq  gpyq| ¤ ε
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by the convergence in L1spRnq norm, the uniform convergence on compact sets of gk
to g and integrability in RnzBr of the Poisson kernel (by identity (A.22)). Hence,
claim (2.30) is proved. In order to prove claim (2.31), we notice that for any ρ ¡ 0
small we have that
|Aρ  ugkpxq Aρ  ugpxq| ¤
»
|y|¡ρ
Aρpyq|ugkpx yq  ugpx yq| dy
¤
»
|y|¡ρ
|xy|¥r
Aρpyq|gkpx yq  gpx yq| dy
 
»
|z|¡r
|gkpzq  gpzq|
»
|y|¡ρ
|xy| r
AρpyqPrpz, x yqdy dz
 I1   I2.(2.32)
Let R ¡ 2ρ. Thanks to the bound (2.25) for |y| ¡ R, the convergence in L1spRnq
norm, the uniform convergence on compact sets of gk to g and the integrability in
RnzBρ of the s-mean kernel (by identity (A.19)) we have that for k large
I1  cpn, sqr2s
»
|y|¡ρ
|xy|¥r
|gkpx yq  gpx yq|
p|y|2  ρ2qs|y|n dy
¤ 2n scpn, s, rq
»
|y|¡R
|gkpx yq  gpx yq|
|y|n 2s dy
  sup
yPBRzBρ
|gkpx yq  gpx yq|
»
R¡|y|¡ρ
Aρpyq dy ¤ ε
2
.
Once more, for R ¡ 2r and |z| ¡ R we use the bound (2.25) and we have that
I2 
»
|z|¡R
|gkpzq  gpzq|
»
|y|¡ρ
|xy| r
AρpyqPrpz, x yqdy dz
 
»
R¡|z|¡r
|gkpzq  gpzq|
»
|y|¡ρ
|xy| r
AρpyqPrpz, x yq dy dz
¤ cpn, sq
»
|y|¡ρ
|xy| r
Aρpyqpr2|xy|2qs
»
|z|¡R
|gkpzqgpzq|
p|z|2r2qs|zx y|n dz dy
  sup
zPBRzBr
|gkpzq  gpzq|
»
|y|¡ρ
|xy| r
Aρpyq
»
R¡|z|¡r
Prpz, x yq dz dy
¤ cpn, s, rq
»
|z|¡R
|gkpzq  gpzq|
|z|n 2s dz   supzPBRzBr
|gkpzq  gpzq|
since by identity (A.19) and (A.22)»
|y|¡ρ
|xy| r
Aρpyq
»
R¡|z|¡r
Prpz, y  xq dz dy ¤ 1.
Therefore again by the convergence in L1spRnq norm, the uniform convergence on
compact sets of gk we have that I2 ¤ ε
2
. In (2.32) it follows that
lim
kÑ8
 
Aρ  ugk
pxq  Aρ  ugpxq,
thus the desired result (2.31).
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By (2.29), (2.30) and (2.31) we have that
Aρ  ugpxq  lim
kÑ8
Aρ  ugkpxq  lim
kÑ8
ugkpxq  ugpxq,
thus ug has the s-mean value property at x. This concludes the proof of the claim
(2.26).
We now prove the continuity of ug. Of course, ug is continuous in Br and in
RnzBr. We need to check the continuity at the boundary of Br.
Let y0 P BBr and ε ¡ 0 arbitrarily small to be fixed, δε ¡ 0 be such that, if
y P Bδεpy0q then |gpyqgpy0q|   ε. We fix µ arbitrarily small such that 0   µ   δε2 ,
R ¡ 2r, and x P Br X Bµpy0q. Notice that
r2  |x|2  pr   |x|qpr  |x|q   2r|y0  x|   2rµ.
From (A.22) we have that
(2.33) |ugpxq  gpy0q| ¤
»
RnzBr
gpyq  gpy0qPrpy, xq dy.
For r   |y|   R and |y  y0| ¥ δε we have that |x  y| ¥ δε  µ ¡ δε2 . Meanwhile,
for |y| ¡ R we use the bound (2.25). We have that»
|y|¡r
|yy0|¥δε
|gpyq  gpy0q|Prpy, xq dy
¤ cpn, s,Rqµs

2n
δnε
»
R¡|y|¡r
|yy0|¥δε
|gpyq|   |gpy0q|
p|y|2  r2qs dy   2
n s
»
|y|¡R
|gpyq|   |gpy0q|
|y|n 2s dy


¤ cpn, s,Rqµs

2n
δnε
cpr,R, s, gq   2n s}g}L1spRnq   c˜pg, s, Rq


 Cpn, s,R, r, g, δεqµs.
From this and the fact that»
|y|¡r
|yy0| δε
|gpyq  gpy0q|Prpy, xq dy ¤ ε
»
RnzBr
Prpy, xq dy  ε
by (A.22) and the continuity of g, we can pass to the limit in (2.33). Sending first
µÑ 0 and afterwards εÑ 0 we obtain that
lim
xÑy0
 
ugpxq  gpy0q
  0,
thus the continuity of ug.
The uniqueness of the solution follows from the Maximum Principle. Indeed, if
one takes u1 and u2 two different continuous solutions of the Dirichlet problem,
then u  u1  u2 is a continuous solution to the problem
p∆qsupxq  0, in Br
upxq  0, in RnzBr.
By Theorem 3.3.3 in [3], the solution u is constant, hence null since it is continuous
in Rn and vanishing outside of Br. This concludes the proof of the Theorem. 
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3. The Green function for the ball
The purpose of this section is to prove Theorems 3.1 and 3.2. Theorem 3.1
introduces a formula for the Green function on the ball, that is more suitable for
applications. In Theorem 3.2 the solution to the Dirichlet problem with vanishing
data outside the ball and a given term inside the ball is built in terms of the Green
function. We also compute the normalization constants needed in the formula of
the Green function on the ball.
3.1. Formula of the Green function for the ball. This subsection focuses on
the proof of Theorem 3.1, that we recall here.
Theorem 3.1. Let r ¡ 0 be fixed and let G be the function defined in (1.16). Then
if n  2s
Gpx, zq  κpn, sq|z  x|2sn
» r0px,zq
0
ts1
pt  1qn2 dt,
where
(3.1) r0px, zq  pr
2  |x|2qpr2  |z|2q
r2|x z|2
and κpn, sq is a constant depending only on n and s.
For n  2s, the following holds
(3.2) Gpx, zq  κ

1,
1
2
	
log

r2  xz  apr2  x2qpr2  z2q
r|z  x|


.
We consider the three cases n ¡ 2s, n   2s and n  2s separately.
Proof of Theorem 3.1 for n ¡ 2s. Let x, z P Br be fixed.
We insert the explicit formula (1.13) into definition (1.16) and obtain that
(3.3) Gpx, zq  apn, sq |z  x|2sn Apx, zq,
where
Apx, zq :
»
|y|¡r
Prpy, xq
|y  z|n2s dy.
Inserting also definition (1.14) we have that
Apx, zq  cpn, sq
»
|y|¡r
pr2  |x|2qs
|y  z|n2sp|y|2  r2qs|y  x|n dy.
We use the point inversion transformation that is detailed in the Appendix. Let
x P RnzBr and y P Br be the inversion of x, respectively y with center at z,
defined by the relation (A.17). With this transformation, using formulas (A.18a),
(A.18b) and (A.18c) we obtain that
Apx, zq  cpn, sq|z  x|2sn
»
Br
p|x|2  r2qs
pr2  |y|2qs|x  y|n dy
.
We continue the proof for n ¡ 3. However, the results hold for n ¤ 3 and
can be proved with similar computations. We use hyperspherical coordinates with
ρ ¡ 0 and θ, θ1, . . . , θn3 P r0, pis, θn2 P r0, 2pis (see (A.23) in the Appendix and
observations therein). Without loss of generality and up to rotations, we assume
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that x  |x|en, so we have the identity |x  y|2  ρ2   |x|2  2|x|ρ cos θ (see
Figure 2 in the Appendix for clarity). With this change of coordinates, we obtain
Apx, zq  cpn, sq|z  x|2snp|x|2  r2qs2pi
n3¹
k1
» pi
0
sink θ dθ» r
0
ρn1
pr2  ρ2qs
» pi
0
sinn2 θ
pρ2   |x|2  2|x|ρ cos θqn{2 dθ


dρ.
Let τ : |x|ρ (notice that τ ¡ 1). We have that» pi
0
sinn2 θ
pρ2   |x|2  2|x|ρ cos θqn{2 dθ 
1
ρn
» pi
0
sinn2 θ
pτ2   1 2τ cos θqn{2 dθ.
Thanks to identity (A.34) we obtain that» pi
0
sinn2 θ
pρ2   |x|2  2|x|ρ cos θqn{2 dθ 
1
ρn
1
τn2pτ2  1q
» pi
0
sinn2 αdα
 1|x|n2p|x|2  ρ2q
» pi
0
sinn2 αdα.
Then, using identity (A.35) and inserting the explicit value of cpn, sq given by (1.22),
we arrive at
Apx, zq  sinppisq
pi
|z  x|2sn
 |x|2  r2s
|x|n2
» r
0
2ρn1
pr2  ρ2qsp|x|2  ρ2q dρ
 sinppisq
pi
|z  x|2sn
 |x|2  r2s
|x|n2 Jpx
q,
(3.4)
where
Jpxq 
» r
0
2ρn1
pr2  ρ2qsp|x|2  ρ2q dρ.
Now we define the constant
(3.5) kpn, sq : 1
2
» 1
0
τn2s1p1 τ2qs1 dτ

1
(we compute its explicit value in Subsection 3.3). Then we have that
Jpxq  2kpn, sq
» r
0
2ρn1
pr2  ρ2qsp|x|2  ρ2q
» 1
0
τn2s1p1 τ2qs1 dτ


dρ.
We perform the change of variables t  τρ and apply the Fubini-Tonelli’s theorem
to obtain that
Jpxq  2kpn, sq
» r
0
2ρ
pr2  ρ2qsp|x|2  ρ2q
» ρ
0
tn2s1pρ2  t2qs1 dt


dρ
 2kpn, sq
» r
0
tn2s1
» r
t
2ρpρ2  t2qs1
pr2  ρ2qsp|x|2  ρ2q dρ


dt.
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We change variables ρ2  t2  τ and r2  τ  t2  ρ to obtain
Jpxq  2kpn, sq
» r
0
tn2s1
» r2t2
0
τs1
pr2  τ  t2qsp|x|2  τ  t2q dτ


dt
 2kpn, sq
» r
0
tn2s1
» r2t2
0
pr2  t2  ρqs1
ρsp|x|2   ρ r2q dρ


dt
 2kpn, sq
» r
0
tn2s1Iptq dt,
where
Iptq 
» r2t2
0
pr2  t2  ρqs1
ρsp|x|2   ρ r2q dρ.
Using Proposition A.11 for α  r2  t2 and β  |x|2  r2 we have that
Iptq  pi
sinppisq
p|x|2  t2qs1
p|x|2  r2qs .
Hence in Jpxq, with the changes of variables |x|t  τ and then τ2  1  t we have
that
Jpxq  2kpn, sq pi
sinppisq p|x
|2  r2qs
» r
0
tn2s1p|x|2  t2qs1 dt.
 2kpn, sq pi
sinppisq
|x|n2
p|x|2  r2qs
» 8
|x|
r
pτ2  1qs1
τn1
dτ
 kpn, sq pi
sinppisq
|x|n2
p|x|2  r2qs
» 8
|x|2r2
r2
ts1
pt  1qn{2 dt.
Using formula (A.18a) and definition (3.1) we have the equalities
|x|2  r2
r2
 pr
2  |x|2qpr2  |z|2q
r2|x z|2  r0px, zq.
Therefore inserting Jpxq into (3.4) it follows that
Apx, zq  kpn, sq|z  x|2sn
» 8
r0px,zq
ts1
pt  1qn{2 dt.
By inserting this into (3.3) we obtain that
Gpx, zq  apn, sq|z  x|2sn

1 kpn, sq
» 8
r0px,zq
ts1
pt  1qn{2 dt


.
Now we change the variable t  1{τ2  1 in definition (3.5) and obtain that
(3.6) kpn, sq
» 8
0
ts1
pt  1qn2 dt  1.
It follows that
Gpx, zq  apn, sqkpn, sq|z  x|2sn
» r0px,zq
0
ts1
pt  1qn2 dt.
We set
(3.7) κpn, sq : apn, sqkpn, sq
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and conclude that
Gpx, zq  κpn, sq|z  x|2sn
» r0px,zq
0
ts1
pt  1qn2 dt.
Hence the desired result in the case n ¡ 2s. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1 for n   2s. We consider without loss of generality r  1 (by
rescaling, the statement of the theorem is verified in the more general case). By
(1.13) and definition (1.16) we have that
(3.8) Gpx, zq  ap1, sq |z  x|2s1 Apx, zq,
where
Apx, zq :
»
Rzp1,1q
P1py, xq
|z  y|12s dy.
Using definition (1.14) we have that
Apx, zq  cp1, sq
»
Rzp1,1q
p1 x2qs
|y  z|12spy2  1qs|y  x| dy.
We proceed exactly as in the case n ¡ 2s performing the point inversion transfor-
mation and we arrive at
Apx, zq  cp1, sq|z  x|2s1
» 1
1
px2  1qs
p1 y2qs|x  y| dy
,
where |x| ¡ 1. By symmetry we have that
(3.9) Apx, zq  cp1, sq|z  x|2s1px2  1qs|x|Jpxq,
with
Jpxq 
» 1
0
2
p1 y2qspx2  y2q dy
.
We change the variable y2  t and obtain that
Jpxq 
 1
x
	2 » 1
0
t1{2p1 tqs

1 t
x2
	1
dt.
By the integral representation (A.14) of the hypergeometric function, it follows that
Jpxq 
 1
x
	2 Γp 12 qΓp1 sq
Γp 32  sq
F

1,
1
2
,
3
2
 s, 1
x2


.
We use the linear transformation (A.15d) (notice that
 
1{x2   1) and obtain that
F

1,
1
2
,
3
2
 s, 1
x2


 Γp
3
2  sqΓpsq
Γp 12  sqΓp1 sq
F

1,
1
2
, s  1, x
2  1
x2


 

x21
x2

sΓp 32sqΓpsq
Γp1qΓp 12 q
F

1
2
s, 1s, 1s, x
2  1
x2


.
(3.10)
The first hypergeometric function obtained in the sum (3.10) is transformed accord-
ing to (A.15c) as
F

1,
1
2
, s  1, x
2  1
x2


 |x|F

1
2
, s, s  1, 1 x2


.
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For s  1 ¡ s ¡ 0 and |1 x2|   1 the convergence conditions are fulfilled for the
integral representation (A.14) of the hypergeometric function. Therefore we may
write
F

1,
1
2
, s  1, x
2  1
x2


 |x|Γps  1q
Γpsq
» 1
0
ts1 
1  px2  1qt1{2 dt.
On the other hand, for the second hypergeometric function obtained in identity
(3.10), we use transformations (A.15b) and (A.15c) and arrive at
F

1
2
 s, 1 s, 1 s, x
2  1
x2


 x2s|x|F

1
2
 s, 0, 1 s, 1 x2


 x2s|x|F

0,
1
2
, 1 s, x
2  1
x2


.
We use the Gauss expansion (A.11) with a  0, b  12 , c  1  s and w  x
21
x2
(we notice that 0 ¡ c  a  b ¡ 1 for s ¡ 1{2 and |w|   1, thus the series is
convergent). Since a  0, all the terms of the series vanish, except for k  0. Hence
we obtain that
F

0,
1
2
, 1 s, x
2  1
x2


 1
and therefore
F

1
2
 s, 1 s, 1 s, x
2  1
x2


 x2s|x|.
Consequently
Jpxq  1|x|

Γp 12 qΓpsqΓps  1q
Γp 12  sqΓpsq
» 1
0
ts1 
1  px2  1qt1{2 dt  ΓpsqΓp1 sqpx2  1qs


.
We recall that cp1, sq   ΓpsqΓp1 sq1 and we define the constant
(3.11) kp1, sq : cp1, sqΓp
1
2 qΓpsqΓps  1q
Γp 12  sqΓpsq
.
We insert Jpxq into (3.9) and have that
Apx, zq  kp1, sq|z  x|2s1
» 1
0
px2  1qsts1 
1  px2  1qt1{2 dt  |z  x|2s1.
With the change of variables px2  1qt  τ we obtain that
Apx, zq  kp1, sq|z  x|2s1
» x21
0
ts1
pt  1q 12 dt  |z  x|
2s1.
Inserting this into (3.8) and noticing that x2  1  r0px, zq it follows that
Gpx, zq  ap1, sqkp1, sq|z  x|2s1
» r0px,zq
0
ts1
pt  1q 12 dt.
We call
(3.12) κp1, sq  ap1, sqkp1, sq
and conclude the proof of Theorem 3.1 for n   2s. 
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Proof of Theorem 3.1 for n  2s. Without loss of generality, we assume r  1. We
insert the explicit formulas (1.13) and (1.14) into definition (1.16). Moreover, we
use the explicit values of the constant a

1, 12
	
from (1.21) and c

1, 12
	
from (1.22).
We obtain that
(3.13) Gpx, zq   1
pi
log |x z|   1
pi2
»
|y|¥1
log |y  z|
d
1 x2
y2  1
dy
|x y| .
Let
Apx, zq :
»
|y|¥1
log |y  z|
d
1 x2
y2  1
dy
|x y| .
We perform the change of variables v  yx1yx . Since 1  v2 ¥ 0, we have that
|v| ¤ 1. We set w : xz1zx and observe that |w| ¥ 1. It follows that
Apx, zq 
»
|v|¤1

log
|v  w|
|v  x|   log |z  x|


dv?
1 v2 .
We use identity (A.32) and since |w| ¥ 1 and |x| ¤ 1 we obtain that
Apx, zq  pi log

|w|   pw2  1q1{2
	
  pi log |x z|
 pi logp1 zx 
a
p1 x2qp1 z2qq.
Inserting this into (3.13) we obtain that
Gpx, zq  1
pi
log

1 zx ap1 x2qp1 z2q
|x z|


.
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1 for n  2s. 
3.2. Representation formula for the fractional Poisson equation. This sub-
section is dedicated to the proof of Theorem 3.2, which we recall here.
Theorem 3.2. Let r ¡ 0, h P C2s εpBrq X CpBrq and let
upxq :
$&%
»
Br
hpyqGpx, yq dy if x P Br,
0 if x P RnzBr.
Then u is the unique pointwise continuous solution of the problem (1.2)#
p∆qsu  h in Br,
u  0 in RnzBr.
Proof of Theorem 3.2. We identify h with its C2s εc pRnq extension, namely we con-
sider h˜ P C2s εc pRnq with Br  supp h˜ such that h˜  h on Br. Then, by definition
(1.16) we have that in Br
upxq 
»
Br
hpzqGpx, zq dz

»
Br
hpzqΦpz  xqdz 
»
Br
hpzq
»
RnzBr
Φpy  zqPrpy, xqdy


dz
 h  Φpxq 
»
RnzBr
Prpy, xq
 
h  Φpyq dy.
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Let
gpxq : h  Φpxq for any x P Rn.
As we have seen in Theorem 2.8, g P L1spRnq X CpRnq. Let for any x P Rn
upxq  v0pxq  v1pxq,
where v0pxq  gpxq in Rn and
v1pxq 
$&%
»
RnzBr
Prpy, xqgpyq dy if x P Br,
gpxq if x P RnzBr.
Then for x P Br, thanks to Theorems 2.8 and 2.10
p∆qsupxq  hpxq  0  hpxq,
hence u is solution (1.2). Also, Theorem 2.8 and Theorem 2.10 assure the continuity
of u in Rn.
The uniqueness of the solution follows from the simple application of the Maxi-
mum Principle for the fractional Laplacian (see Theorem 3.3.3 in [3]). 
3.3. Computation of the normalization constants. This subsection is dedi-
cated to the computation of the constant κpn, sq in Theorem 3.1.
We first compute the constant kpn, sq given in (3.5) for n ¡ 2s. We claim that
(3.14) kpn, sq  Γp
n
2 q
Γpn2  sqΓpsq
.
Indeed, using definition (3.5) and taking the change of variable τ2  t we have
that
1
kpn, sq  2
» 1
0
τn2s1p1 τ2qs1 dt 
» 1
0
t
n
2s1p1 tqs1 dt.
We use identities (A.9) and (A.10) to obtain that» 1
0
t
n
2s1p1 tqs1 dt  Γp
n
2  sqΓpsq
Γpn2 q
,
which is exactly the result.
We now prove Theorem 3.3, namely we compute the constant κpn, sq encountered
in the formula of the Green function G.
Theorem 3.3. The constant κpn, sq introduced in identity (1.17) is
κpn, sq  Γp
n
2 q
22spi
n
2 Γ2psq for n  2s,
κ

1,
1
2
	
 1
pi
for n  2s.
Proof of Theorem 3.3. For n ¡ 2s, we insert the values of apn, sq from (1.20) and
of kpn, sq from (3.14) into (3.7) and we obtain that
κpn, sq  apn, sqkpn, sq  Γp
n
2 q
22spi
n
2 Γ2psq .
For n   2s, we recall definitions (3.11), (3.12) and (1.20), we use identities (A.5),
(A.7) and (A.3) relative to the Gamma function and obtain that
κp1, sq  ap1, sqkp1, sq  psqΓpsq
22sΓpsq
1
Γp1 sqΓpsq 
1
22sΓ2psq .
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On the other hand, we recall that κ

1, 12
	
 1pi , as we have seen in the proof of
Theorem 3.1 for n  2s. This concludes the proof of Theorem 3.3. 
We make now a remark on the constants Cpn, sq defined by (1.6) and cpn, sq
defined in (1.22). These two constants are both used in various works in the defi-
nition of the fractional Laplacian, but as we have seen in the course of this paper,
they arise for different normalization purposes. The constant Cpn, sq as defined by
[4] is consistent with the Fourier expression of the fractional Laplacian, meanwhile
cpn, sq as introduced in [10] is used to normalize the Poisson kernel (and the s-mean
kernel), and is consistent with the constants used for the fundamental solution and
the Green function. We first introduce the direct computation of the fractional
Laplacian of a particular function. Namely:
Lemma 3.4. Let upxq  p1 |x|2qs . Then in B1
p∆qsupxq  Cpn, sqωn
2
Bps, 1 sq,
where B is the Beta function defined in (A.8).
The more general case (more precisely, for the function upxq  p1  |x|2qp  for
any p ¡ 1) was proved in [6, 5]. With small modifications with respect to the
general case, the proof of Lemma 3.4 can be also found in Section 3.6 in [3].
Theorem 3.5. The constant Cpn, sq introduced in (1.6) is given by
(3.15) Cpn, sq  2
2ssΓ
 
n
2   s

pi
n
2 Γp1 sq .
Proof of Theorem 3.5. By Lemma 3.4 we have that in B1
p∆qsupxq  Cpn, sqωn
2
Bp1 s, sq.
We use Theorem 3.2 and for n  2s, we obtain that
upxq 
»
B1
Cpn, sqωn
2
Bp1 s, sqGpx, yqdy
 Cpn, sqωn
2
Bp1 s, sqκpn, sq
»
B1
|x y|2sn
» r0px,yq
0
ts1
pt  1qn2 dt


dy.
We compute the latter identity in zero and have that
1  Cpn, sqωn
2
Bp1 s, sqκpn, sq
»
B1
|y|2sn
» 1|y|2
|y|2
0
ts1
pt  1qn2 dt


dy.(3.16)
We compute the double integral, by using Fubini-Tonelli’s theorem»
B1
|y|2sn
» 1|y|2
|y|2
0
ts1
pt  1qn2 dt


dy  ωn
» 1
0
ρ2s1
» 1ρ2
ρ2
0
ts1
pt  1qn2 dt


dρ
 ωn
» 8
0
ts1
pt  1qn2
» 1?
t 1
0
ρ2s1 dρ


dt
 ωn
2s
» 8
0
ts1
pt  1qn2 s dt 
ωn
2s
B

s,
n
2


.
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By inserting this, the value of κpn, sq from Theorem 3.3 and the measure of the
pn  1q-dimensional unit sphere ωn  p2pin{2q{Γpn{2q into (3.16) and using (A.10)
we obtain that
Cpn, sq  2
2ssΓpn2   sq
pi
n
2 Γp1 sq .
For n  2s we have that p∆qsupxq  C p1, 1{2qpi. Thanks to Theorem 3.2
upxq  C

1,
1
2


pi
» 1
1
Gpx, yq dy.
Using formula (3.2) and computing u at zero, we obtain that
1  C

1,
1
2

» 1
1
log
1 
a
1 y2
|y| dy  piC

1,
1
2


.
Hence C p1, 1{2q  1{pi and this concludes the proof of the Theorem. 
Appendix A. Appendix
A.1. The Gamma, Beta and hypergeometric functions. We recall here a few
notions on the special functions Gamma, Beta and hypergeometric (see [1], Chap-
ters 6 and 15 for details).
Gamma function. The Gamma function is defined for x ¡ 0 as (see [1], Chapter
6):
(A.1) Γpxq :
» 8
0
tx1et dt.
The Gamma function has an unique continuation to the whole R except at the
negative integers, by means of Euler’s infinite product. We have that Γp1q  Γp2q 
1 and Γp1{2q  ?pi. We also recall the next useful identities:
Γpn  1q  n! for any n P N,(A.2)
Γpx  1q  xΓpxq for any x ¡ 0,(A.3)
Γp1{2  xq
Γp2xq 
?
pi212x
Γpxq for any x ¡ 0,(A.4)
ΓpsqΓp1 sq  pi
sinppisq for s P p0, 1q,(A.5)
Γp1{2 sqΓp1{2  sq  pi
cosppisq for s P p0, 1q,(A.6)
Γp1 sq  psqΓpsq for s P p0, 1q.(A.7)
Beta function. The Beta function can be represented as an integral (see [1],
Section 6.2), namely for x, y ¡ 0
(A.8) Bpx, yq 
» 8
0
tx1
p1  tqx y dt
and equivalently
(A.9) Bpx, yq 
» 1
0
tx1p1 tqy1 dt.
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Furthermore, in relation to the Gamma function we have the identity
(A.10) Bpx, yq  ΓpxqΓpyq
Γpx  yq .
Hypergeometric functions. There are several representations for the hyper-
geometric function (see [1], Chapter 15). We recall the ones useful for our own
purposes.
(1) Gauss series
(A.11) F pa, b, c, wq 
8¸
k0
paqkpbqk
pcqk
wk
k!
,
where pqqk is the Pochhammer symbol defined by:
(A.12) pqqk 
#
1 for k  0,
qpq   1q    pq   k  1q for k ¡ 0.
The interval of convergence of the series is |w| ¤ 1. The Gauss series, on its
interval of convergence, diverges when cab ¤ 1, is absolutely convergent when
c a b ¡ 0 and is conditionally convergent when |w|   1 and 1   c a b ¤ 0.
Also, the series is not defined when c is a negative integer m, provided a or b is a
positive integer n and n   m.
Some useful elementary computations are
F pa, b, b, wq  p1 wqa.(A.13a)
F

a,
1
2
  a, 1
2
, w2
	
 p1  wq
2a   p1 wq2a
2
.(A.13b)
(2) Integral representation
(A.14) F pa, b, c, wq : Γpcq
ΓpbqΓpc bq
» 1
0
tb1p1 tqcb1p1 wtqa dt.
The integral is convergent (thus F is defined) when c ¡ b ¡ 0 and |w|   1.
(3) Linear transformation formulas
From the integral representation (A.14), the following transformations can be
deduced.
F pa, b, c, wq  p1 wqcabF pc a, c b, c, wq,
(A.15a)
 p1 wqaF

a, c b, c, w
w  1
	
,(A.15b)
 p1 wqbF

b, c a, c, w
w  1
	
,(A.15c)
 ΓpcqΓpc a bq
Γpc aqΓpc bqF pa, b, a  b c  1, 1 wq
  p1 wqcabΓpcqΓpa  b cq
ΓpaqΓpbq F pc a, c b, c a b  1, 1 wq,
when 0   w   1.(A.15d)
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A.2. Point inversion transformations. The purpose of this appendix is to recall
some basic geometric features of the point inversion, related to the so-called Kelvin
transformation.
Let r ¡ 0 to be fixed.
Definition A.1. Let x0 P Br be a fixed point. The inversion with center x0 is a
point transformation that maps an arbitrary point y P Rnztx0u to the point Kx0pyq
such that the points y, x0, Kx0pyq lie on one line, x0 separates y and Kx0pyq and
(A.16) Kx0pyq : x0 
r2  |x0|2
|y  x0|2
 
y  x0

.
This is a bijective map from Rnztx0u onto itself. Of course, Kx0
 
Kx0pxq
  x.
When this does not generate any confusion, we will use the notation y : Kx0pyq
and x : Kx0pxq to denote the inversion of y and x respectively, with center at x0.
Remark A.2. It is not hard to see, from definition (A.16), that
(A.17) |y  x0||y  x0|  r2  |x0|2.
Proposition A.3. Let x0 P Br be a fixed point, and x and y be the inversion of
x P Rnztx0u respectively y P Rnztx0u with center at x0. Then:
a) points on the sphere BBr are mapped into points on the same sphere,
b) points outside the sphere BBr are mapped into points inside the sphere,
c)
|y  x0|2
pr2  |x0|2qpr2  |y|2q 
1
|y|2  r2 ,
(A.18a)
d)
dy
|y  x0|n 
dy
|y  x0|n ,
(A.18b)
e) |y  x|  pr2  |x0|2q |y  x||y  x0||x x0| .
(A.18c)
The Kelvin point inversion transformation is well known (see, for instance, the
Appendix in [10]) and elementary geometrical considerations can be used to prove
this lemma. We give here a sketch of the proof.
Sketch of the proof. A simple way to prove claims a) to c) is to consider the first
triangle in Figure 1.
We denote b : |OY |  |y|, b : |OY |  |y|, α : |X0Y |  |y  x0| and
β : |X0Y |  |y  x0|. Let OH be the perpendicular from O onto Y Y . We
apply the Pythagorean Theorem in the three triangles 4OYH, 4OHX0, 4OHY ,
add the equation (A.17) and by solving the system, one gets that
b2  βr
2   αr2  βb2
α
.
From this, claims a) to c) follow after elementary computations.
In order to prove d), without loss of generality, one can consider the point inver-
sion of radius one with center at zero y  y{|y|2 and take its derivative. Since
the point inversion transformation is invariant under rotation, we can assume that
y  |y|e1 and the desired result plainly follows.
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Figure 1. Inversion of x, y with center at x0
To prove e), see the Appendix in [10], or consider the second triangle in Figure
1. We denote a : |X0X|  |x  x0|, b : |X0Y |  |y  x0|, α : |XY |  |x  y|
and β : |XY |  |x  y|. Let Y H1 and Y H2 be perpendiculars from Y ,
respectively Y  onto the segment XX. By applying the Pythagorean Theorem
in the four triangles 4X0Y H1, 4XYH1, 4X0Y H2, 4XY H2, adding relation
(A.17) and using that Y H1 is parallel to Y
H2, one gets after solving the system
that
β  pr
2  |x0|2qα
ab
,
which is the desired result. 
A.3. Some useful integral identities. We present here a few detailed computa-
tions related to the functions Φ, Ar and Pr and some other useful integral identities.
Lemma A.4. For any r ¡ 0
(A.19)
»
RnzBr
Arpyq dy  1.
Proof. Using (1.12) and passing to polar coordinates we have that»
RnzBr
Arpyq dy  cpn, sq
»
RnzBr
r2s
p|y|2  r2qs|y|n dy
 cpn, sqωn
» 8
r
r2s
ρpρ2  r2qs dρ,
where ωn  2pin{2{Γpn{2q is the measure of the pn  1q-dimensional unit sphere.
We change the variable z  pρ{rq2  1 and have that
(A.20)
»
RnzBr
Arpyq dy  cpn, sq
2
ωn
» 8
0
1
pz   1qzs dz.
We apply identities (A.8) and (A.10) and use identity (A.5) to obtain that
(A.21)
» 8
0
1
pz   1qzs dz  Γp1 sqΓpsq 
pi
sinpis
.
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Using the definition (1.22) of cpn, sq it follows that ³RnzBr Arpyq dy  1, as desired.

Lemma A.5. For any r ¡ 0 and any x P Br
(A.22)
»
RnzBr
Prpy, xq dy  1.
Proof. From the definition (1.14) of Pr we have that»
RnzBr
Prpy, xq dy  cpn, sq
»
RnzBr

r2  |x|2
|y|2  r2
s
1
|x y|n dy.
We make the proof for n ¡ 3. However, the results hold for n ¤ 3. We
change variables using the hyperspherical coordinates with radius ρ ¡ 0 and angles
θ, θ1, . . . , θn3 P r0, pis, θn2 P r0, 2pis
y1 ρ sin θ sin θ1 . . . sin θn3 sin θn2
y2 ρ sin θ sin θ1 . . . sin θn3 cos θn2
y3 ρ sin θ sin θ1 . . . cos θn3
. . .
yn ρ cos θ.
(A.23)
The Jacobian of the transformation is given by ρn1 sinn2 θ sinn3 θ1 . . . sin θn3.
We only remark that for n  3 the usual spherical coordinates can be used y1 
ρ sin θ sin θ1, y2  ρ sin θ cos θ1 and y3  ρ cos θ, while for n  2 and n  1 similar
computations can be performed.
Without loss of generality and up to rotations, we assume that x  |x|en to
obtain the identity |x  y|2  ρ2   |x|2  2|x|ρ cos θ (see Figure 2 for clarity).
With this change of coordinates, we obtain»
RnzBr
Prpy, xq dy
cpn, sqpr2  |x|2qs2pi
n3¹
k1
» pi
0
sink θ dθ
» 8
r
» pi
0
ρn1 sinn2 θ dθ dρ
pρ2  r2qspρ2   |x|2  2ρ|x| cos θqn{2 .
We do the substitution r¯  r{|x| and ρ¯  ρ{|x| but still use r and ρ for simplicity
and we remark that now ρ ¡ 1 and r ¡ 1. We obtain that
»
RnzBr
Prpy, xq dy
 cpn, sqpr2  1qs2pi
n3¹
k1
» pi
0
sink θ dθ
» 8
r
ρn1
pρ2  r2qs
» pi
0
sinn2 θ dθ
pρ2   1 2ρ cos θqn{2


dρ.
(A.24)
Let
ipρq :
» pi
0
sinn2 θ
pρ2  2ρ cos θ   1qn{2 dθ.
We claim that, for ρ ¡ 1
(A.25) ipρq  1
ρn2pρ2  1q
» pi
0
sinn2 θ dθ.
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Figure 2.
To prove this, we use the following change of coordinates
(A.26)
sin θa
ρ2  2ρ cos θ   1 
sinα
ρ
.
We have that
(A.27) dθ 

1 cosαa
ρ2  sin2 α

dα.
To see this, one takes the derivative of the relation (A.26)
(A.28)
pρ cos θ  1qpρ cos θq
pρ2  2ρ cos θ   1q 32 dθ 
cosα
ρ
dα
and obtains with some manipulations of (A.26) that
cosα
a
ρ2  sin2 αa
ρ2  sin2 α cosα
 ρpρ cos θ  1qpρ cos θqpρ2  2ρ cos θ   1q 32 .
Now by changing variables we obtain that
ipρq 
» pi
0
sinn2 θ
pρ2  2ρ cos θ   1qn{2 dθ
 1
ρn2
» pi
0
sinn2 αdα
p
a
ρ2  sin2 α cosαq
a
ρ2  sin2 α
 1
ρn2
» pi
0
sinn2 αp
a
ρ2  sin2 α  cosαq dα
pρ2  1q
a
ρ2  sin2 α
 1
ρn2pρ2  1q
» pi
0
sinn2 αdα 
» pi
0
sinn2 α cosαa
ρ2  sin2 α
dα


.
By symmetry » pi
0
sinn2 α cosαa
ρ2  sin2 α
dα  0,
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therefore
ipρq  1
ρn2pρ2  1q
» pi
0
sinn2 αdα.
We substitute this into (A.24) and obtain that»
RnzBr
Prpy, xq dy  cpn, sqpr2  1qs2pi
n2¹
k1
» pi
0
sink θ dθ
» 8
r
ρ dρ
pρ2  r2qspρ2  1q .
We claim that
(A.29) pi
n2¹
k1
» pi
0
sink θdθ  pi
n{2
Γpn{2q .
To prove this, we integrate by parts and obtain that
Ik 
» pi
0
sink θ dθ  pk  1q
» pi
0
sink2 θ dθ  pk  1q
» pi
0
sink θ dθ,
which implies that
Ik  k  1
k
» pi
0
sink2 θ dθ  k  1
k
Ik2.
Thus we have
Ik 
$'&'%
k  1
k
k  3
k  2 . . .
1
2
I0 if k even,
k  1
k
k  3
k  2 . . .
2
3
I1 if k odd,
with I0  pi and I1  2, and the claim (A.29) follows after elementary computations.
And so»
RnzBr
Prpy, xq dy  cpn, sqpr2  1qs pi
n{2
Γpn{2q
» 8
r
2ρ
pρ2  r2qspρ2  1q dρ.
We change variable ρ
2r2
r21  z and obtain»
RnzBr
Prpy, xq dy  cpn, sq pi
n{2
Γpn{2q
» 8
0
1
zs pz   1q dz.
We use (A.21) and the value of cpn, sq from (1.22) and obtain that»
RnzBr
Prpy, xq dy  1.
This completes the proof of Lemma A.22. 
Lemma A.6. For any r ¡ 0 and any x P Br
(A.30) cpn, sq
»
Br
dy
pr2  |y|2qs|x y|n2s  1.
Proof. Let y be the inversion of y with center at x (notice that |y| ¡ r). Then
by using (A.18a) and (A.18b) we obtain that»
Br
dy
pr2  |y|2qs|x y|n2s 
»
RnzBr

r2  |x|2
|y|2  r2
s
dy
|x y|n .
From identity (A.22) the desired result immediately follows. 
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Lemma A.7. For any r ¡ 0 and any x P RnzBr
(A.31)
»
RnzBr
ArpyqΦpx yq dy  Φpxq.
Proof. We prove the claim for n  2s. We insert definitions (1.12) and (1.13) and
obtain that»
RnzBr
ArpyqΦpx yq dy  r2scpn, sqapn, sq
»
RnzBr
1
p|y|2  r2qs|y|n|x y|n2s dy.
Let x and y be the inversion of x, respectively y with center at 0. Using identities
(A.17), (A.18a) (A.18c) and (A.18b) we obtain that»
RnzBr
ArpyqΦpx yq dy  cpn, sqapn, sq|x|n2s
»
Br
dy
|x  y|n2s  r2  |y|2s .
From (A.30) it follows that»
RnzBr
ArpyqΦpx yq dy  apn, sq|x|n2s ,
and thus the desired result.
We now prove the claim for n  2s, assuming r  1. We have that»
RnzBr
ArpyqΦpx yq dy  1
pi2
»
|y|¡1
log |y  x|a
y2  1|y|dy.
We perform the change of variables v  1y , with |v| ¤ 1. We set w : 1x , hence
|w| ¤ 1. Then we have that»
RnzBr
ArpyqΦpx yq dy  1
pi2
»
|v|¤1

log
|v  w|
|v|   log |x|


dv?
1 v2 .
We use the following result (see [2], page 549)
(A.32)
»
|v|¤1
log |va| dv?
1 v2 
#
pi log 2, if |a| ¤ 1
pi logp|a|   pa2  1q1{2q  pi log 2, if |a| ¥ 1.
We thus obtain »
RnzBr
ArpyqΦpx yq dy   1
pi
log |x|,
which concludes the proof of the Lemma. 
Lemma A.8. For any r ¡ 0, let x0 P Br be a fixed point. For any x P RnzBr
(A.33)
»
RnzBr
Prpy, x0qΦpx yq dy  Φpx x0q.
Proof. We prove the claim for n  2s. We have that»
RnzBr
Prpy, x0qΦpx yq dy  cpn, sqapn, sq
»
RnzBr
pr2  |x0|2qs|x y|2sn dy
p|y|2  r2qs|y  x0|n .
Let x and y be the inversion of x, respectively y with center at x0. From (A.17),
(A.18a) (A.18b) and (A.18c) we have that»
RnzBr
Prpy, x0qΦpx yq dy
 cpn, sqapn, sq |x
  x0|n2s
pr2  |x0|2qn2s
»
Br
dy
pr2  |y|2qs|y  x|n2s .
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Using (A.30), we obtain that»
RnzBr
Prpy, x0qΦpx yq dy  apn, sq|x x0|n2s ,
which concludes the proof for n  2s.
We now prove the claim for n  2s, assuming r  1. We have that»
RnzBr
Prpy, x0qΦpx yq dy  1
pi2
»
|y|¡1
d
1 x02
y2  1
log |y  x|
|y  x0| dy.
We perform the change of variables v  yx01yx0 , noticing that |v| ¤ 1. We set
w : xx01xx0 , hence |w| ¤ 1. Then we have that»
RnzBr
Prpy, x0qΦpx yq dy  1
pi2
»
|v|¤1

log
|v  w|
|v  x0|   log |x x0|


dv?
1 v2 .
We use identity (A.32) and obtain»
RnzBr
Prpy, x0qΦpx yq dy   1
pi
log |x x0|,
which concludes the proof. 
We emphasize here two computations that we used in the proof of Lemma A.5,
namely identities (A.25) and (A.29).
Proposition A.9. For any τ ¡ 1
(A.34)
» pi
0
sinn2 θ
pτ2  2τ cos θ   1qn{2 dθ 
1
τn2pτ2  1q
» pi
0
sinn2 αdα.
Proposition A.10.
(A.35) pi
n2¹
k1
» pi
0
sink θ dθ  pi
n{2
Γpn{2q .
In the next Proposition we introduce yet another integral identity.
Proposition A.11. Let α, β P R such that
 αα β    1. Then» α
0
pα xqs1
xspβ   xq dx 
pi
sinppisq
pα  βqs1
βs
.
Proof. We change the variable x  αt and obtain that» α
0
pα xqs1
xspβ   xq dx 
1
β
» 1
0
tsp1 tqs1

1  α
β
t

1
dt.
We use the integral definition (A.14) of the hypergeometric function for a  1,
b  1s, c  1 and w  αβ (since |t|   1 the integral is convergent) and we obtain
that » 1
0
tsp1 tqs

1  α
β
t

1
dz  ΓpsqΓp1 sq
Γp1q F

1, 1 s, 1,α
β


.
Now we use the linear transformation (A.15c) and compute
F

1, 1 s, 1,α
β




α  β
β

s1
F

1 s, 0, 1, α
α  β


.
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We use the Gauss expansion in (A.11) and notice that for k ¡ 0, all the terms of
the sum vanish. We are left with only with the term k  0 and obtain that
F

1 s, 0, 1, α
α  β


 1.
Furthermore, Γp1 sqΓpsq  pisinppisq (as in identity (A.5)) and it follows that» α
0
pα xqs1
xspβ   xq dx 
pi
sinpis
pα  βqs1
βs
. 
We explicitly compute here another integral that was used in our computations,
namely :
Proposition A.12. For any s P p0, 1{2s we have that
(A.36)
» 8
0
t2s2 sin t dt   cosppisqΓp2s 1q.
Proof. We have that
(A.37)
» 8
0
t2s2 sin t dt  Im
» 8
0
t2s2eit dt.
We consider the closed path Ωρ  B
 r0, ρs r0, ρsXBρp0q	. We take the contour
integral
³
Ωρ
z2s2ez dz, and let γρ  BBρp0qX
 r0, ρs r0, ρs (the boundary of the
quarter of the circle). By Cauchy’s Theorem, the contour integral is 0 (there are no
poles inside Ωρ), therefore» ρ
0
t2s2et dt 
»
γρ
z2s2ez dz  i
» ρ
0
pitq2s2eit dt  0.
Integrating along γρ, by using polar coordinates z  ρeiθ and then the change of
variables cos θ  t we have that »
γρ
z2s2ez dz
   » pi{2
0
ρ2s1eiθp2s1qeρe
iθ
dθ
 ¤ ρ2s1 » pi{2
0
eρ cos θ dθ

 ρ2s1
 » 1
0
eρt?
1 t2 dt

¤ ρ2s1eρ{2
 » 1
1{2
p1 tq1{2 dt
  cρ2s1 » 1{2
0
eρt dt

 cρ2s1eρ{2   cρ2s2peρ{2  1q.
Hence
lim
ρÑ8
»
γρ
z2s2ez dz  0
and we are left only with the integrals along the real and the imaginary axis, namely» 8
0
t2s2et dt  i2s1
» 8
0
t2s2eit dt.
Here the left hand side returns the Gamma function according to definition (A.1).
We compute i12s    cosppi{2q  i sinppi{2q12s  sinppisq  i cosppisq and in (A.37)
we obtain that» 8
0
t2s2 sin t dt  Γp2s 1qIm

sinppisq   i cosppisq
	
  cosppisqΓp2s 1q.
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This concludes the proof of the Proposition. 
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